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Abstract
The natural science collections community has identified an increasing need for shared,
structured and interoperable data standards that can be used to describe the totality of
institutional collection holdings, whether digitised or not. Major international initiatives including the Global Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF), the Distributed System of
Scientific Collections (DiSSCo) and the Consortium of European Taxonomic Facilities
(CETAF) - consider the current lack of standards to be a major barrier, which must be
overcome to further their strategic aims and contribute to an open, discoverable catalogue
of global collections. The Biodiversity Information Standards (TDWG) Collection
Descriptions (CD) group is looking to address this issue with a new data standard for
collection descriptions.
At an institutional level, this concept of collection descriptions aligns strongly with the need
to use a structured and more data-driven approach to assessing and working with
collections, both to identify and prioritise investment and effort, and to monitor the impact of
the work. Use cases include planning conservation and collection moves, prioritising
specimen digitisation activities, and informing collection development strategy. The data
can be integrated with the collection description framework for ongoing assessments of the
state of the collection.
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This approach was pioneered with the ‘Move the Dots’ methodology by the Smithsonian
National Museum of Natural History, started in 2009 and run annually since. The collection
is broken down into several hundred discrete subcollections, for each of which the number
of objects was estimated and a numeric rank allocated according to a range of assessment
criteria. This method has since been adopted by several other institutions, including
Naturalis Biodiversity Centre, Museum für Naturkunde and Natural History Museum,
London (NHM).
First piloted in 2016, and now implemented as a core framework, the NHM’s adaptation,
‘Join the Dots’, divides the collection into approximately 2,600 ‘collection units’. The
breakdown uses formal controlled lists and hierarchies, primarily taxonomy, type of object,
storage location and (where relevant) stratigraphy, which are mapped to external
authorities such as the Catalogue of Life and Paleobiology Database. The collection
breakdown is enhanced with estimations of number of items, and ranks from 1 to 5 for
each collection unit against 17 different criteria. These are grouped into four categories of
‘Condition’, ‘Information’ (including digital records), ‘Importance and Significance’ and
‘Outreach’.
Although requiring significant time investment from collections staff to provide the
estimates and assessments, this methodology has yielded a rich dataset that supports
both discoverability (collection descriptions) and management (collection assessment).
Links to further datasets about the building infrastructure and environmental conditions
also make it into a powerful resource for planning activities such as collections moves, pest
monitoring and building work. We have developed dynamic dashboards to provide rich
visualisations for exploring, analysing and communicating the data. As an ongoing,
embedded activity for collections staff, there will also be a build-up of historical data going
forward, enabling us to see trends, track changes to the collection, and measure the
impact of projects and events.
The concept of Join the Dots also offers a generic, institution-agnostic model for enhancing
the collection description framework with additional metrics that add value for strategic
management and resourcing of the collection. In the design and implementation, we’ve
faced challenges that should be highly relevant to the TDWG CD group, such as managing
the dynamic breakdown of collections across multiple dimensions. We also face some that
are yet to be resolved, such as a robust model for managing the evolving dataset over
time. We intend to contribute these use cases into the development of the new TDWG data
standard and be an early adopter and reference case. We envisage that this could
constitute a common model that, where resources are available, provides the ability to add
greater depth and utility to the world catalogue of collections.
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